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POI State of the Industry Report
As with our previous surveys, the 2020 Promotion Optimization Institute (POI) TPx and Retail Execution
Benchmarking Survey focused on the intersection of the people, processes, and technologies required to
be a suitable collaboration partner in the promotion and distribution of consumer products.

In 2019 POI shifted the State of the industry report from relaying tactical implementation tips to strategic
leadership focal points. POI is evolving the report once again to better represent the state of our industry.
POI is now providing a digitally visual document filled with the research you are used to, but in a more
pleasing and digestible format. This report is sectioned into key capabilities and best practices so that you
can select a section when you have 15 minutes to read or have an urgent need. We have also converted
the document into PowerPoint, so your teams can insert the research and insights directly into their
presentations. By delivering impactful thought leadership headlines on the best practices of highly
effective CPG companies that are faster to read, relevant, and actionable, we hope to support your
organization’s transformation in 2020.
If you are investigating new solutions and want to know what’s possible in the TPx, RGM,
and RetX space, you can review capabilities and vendor offerings in the POI TPx and
Retail Execution Vendor Panoramas at http://poinstitute.com/about/poi-publications/.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out and connect on strategic or tactical aspects for which
you need support. Having led manufacturer sales teams, sales operations & strategy,
BI Analytics, IT projects across the global enterprise, and POI manufacturer, retailer and
vendor advisory, I have a unique background to support your needs. At POI we also
have a network of partners and can connect you with additional expertise as needed.
Sincerely,

Pam Brown
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Promotion Optimization Institute
State of the Industry Survey & Report
Rationale behind the Survey:
POI seeks to serve its members by identifying strategic leadership focal points and streamlining critical
leadership success factors on hot issues and emerging trends, while incorporating the 2020
benchmarking survey results. We look at both the successes and challenges in the promotion and
distribution of consumer products and then analyze them at global events and through written
research, share groups, webinars, and advisory services. The focal areas of this survey were selected
based on the summation of our beliefs about where the challenges exist today and a desire to
socialize the topics and recommendations with industry leadership.
*Note that while most companies in the survey are constant year-over-year, the responders can
change from one year to the next, influencing the research data.

Attribution of the POI Survey Results and Report:
In seeking to serve our members, we have included a non-PDF version of the report on our site.
https://poinstitute.com/about/poi-publications/
This will enable your organization to utilize the report content with ease. When report information is
used, it is critical for you & your organization to attribute POI and the POI 2020 State of the Industry
report for the research and industry insights utilized.
Intellectual Property of POI, all rights reserved.

Whether your role is with a Retailer or Manufacturer, new technology and product
availability has transformed consumer buying behavior. Consumer expectations
have changed the way we plan, source, manage, and innovate our business.
With digital devices in hand consumers have
access to more data and buying options than
ever before. Today’s consumer desires quality,
availability, transparency, healthy, sustainable,
convenient and local---Not to mention
personalized, affordable, and. received quickly

In parallel, manufacturers are working
through the pros and cons of Direct to
Consumer (DTC): Retailer impact,
operations, cost, labor, consumer
relations, and which brands in the
portfolio are best to pilot a DTC strategy.

To meet consumer demand many retailers are
now offering click and collect curbside pick-up
to capture sales. Yet, there are consequences
to incremental sales, increased labor costs, etc.
when the consumer doesn’t enter the store.
Retailers and manufacturers need to partner on
assortment, placement, pricing, promotions,
customer experience, profitability and formats
for online, in-store, and DTC options.

One of the greatest manufacturer
benefits of DTC is the ability to
communicate and build relationships
directly with the consumers. This also
allows manufacturers the ability to test
new innovative products with less risk
(incubator) before selling them to
retailers. DTC can help build brand
portfolio awareness and boost overall
channel sales, but manufactures will
need to manage the retailer and
consumer balance well to maximize the
value of both.
Retailers, manufacturers, and
vendors will need to stretch beyond
traditional data and better
understand what services the
consumer desires and start colocating these “benefits” within the
store. Cooking classes, online pick-up,
urgent care, and other non-traditional
“white glove” services will bring
consumers into the store.

Retailers and manufacturers can utilize data,
advanced analytics, new technologies, and
innovation to maximize effectives with the
consumers and maximize store productivity.
Many shoppers are fulfilling their needs as they
occur which is changing market basket habits.
Customer experience strategy is key to knowing
when, how, and what consumer offer to send.
Machine learning technology can recommend
offer timing based on consumer knowledge.

Data is foundational to understanding
what the consumer desires, what
products will stay on trend, and what
new formats are needed. In-store
services are key to drawing the
consumer within the traditional four
walls. Yet, the experience needs to be
inspirational for the consumer to take
the time to enter the store. It’s a
value/time decision for the consumer.
Retailer and manufacturer operating
models were not built to handle today’s
industry complexity. All CPG partners
will need to be agile and faster to
innovate. New digital savvy brands are
typically less matrixed, more agile, and
many are taking share from larger
retailers and manufacturers.
To compete, traditional CPG players will
need to transform their holistic
enterprise and understand the best

practices of highly effective CPG
organizations and what steps
they are taking to drive efficiency,
effectiveness, and profitability.
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Enterprise Data
Ownership & Management
For the full POI State of the Industry Report:
http://bit.ly/POI_2020_SOIreport
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7 Best Practices of Highly Effective
CPG Organizations
& What Steps They Are Taking to Move
to the Next Generation of Holistic
Enterprise Planning

Disclaimer: Headlines are not FDA approved and may cause dizziness, fatigue,
body soreness, and the need for a long vacation. But, do not worry. POI has additional
resources: summits, research, share groups, leadership engagements (TLC), and more
to help guide you through the industry change that is taking place.
The POI State of the Industry Report headlines should be considered a catalyst for
additional thought and discussion. POI and our partners are committed to helping you
guide your organization to success. Again, the key is to begin the journey.
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7 Best Practices of Highly Effective
CPG Organizations
1

Enterprise Data Ownership & Management

2

FOUNDATION:
Leadership,
Strategy,
Vision, and
Commitment

3

6

7

Strategic Revenue Growth Management

Trade Promotion Planning & Optimization Capabilities

4

Execution is Everything

5

Explore Emerging Capabilities

Change Transformation & Management

Upskill Talent and Capabilities

These 7 areas are not the only CPG best practice strategies. POI will delve into additional
areas of excellence as we release more State of the Industry white papers in 2020.
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1. Enterprise Data

In a Digital
World

Data is the foundation
of successful analytics. It is critical to receive,
cleanse, harmonize, and hub the data well. Purchase
power of the Millennials has surpassed that of
the Boomers and they are very digitally engaged.

To offer our consumer personalized offers
in the new paradigm, data is critical.
Clean data enables revenue growth
management practices, customer level
P&L’s, post event analytics, TPO, AI,
holistic enterprise reporting, and executive
dashboards. Data is a strategic asset not a

transactional element and must be
prioritized to maximize current and future
growth potential.

Insights and Intelligence are
the currency of collaboration

Imagine:

Action- Establish Enterprise Data Ownership
that is responsible for: data management, enterprise analytics & reporting, executive
dashboards, and generating critical “enterprise” outputs for the common
denominators above: pricing, lift coefficients, baselines, incremental, etc.

This becomes the foundation for analytics capabilities which drive
enterprise wide alignment, collaboration, and solutions to business
challenges. The goal is one version of the truth and real time insights.

Can you imagine the positive impact to your company’s Integrated Business Planning (IBP) monthly consensus meeting if all teams involved
were using one version of the truth and the same underlying “common denominator data” as they built the forecast? Not to mention the
downstream benefits and cost savings of having an accurate forecast. Imagine the enterprise dashboards and reporting that could be
generated with the total organization using the same data for assumptions, drivers, insights, and action plans.
Intellectual Property of POI, all rights reserved.

In addition, POI research consistently reflects that there are challenges moving capabilities from
transactional to analytical. Ownership of the Data and “common denominators” of analytics provides
consistency and reduces burden across the enterprise. The goal is for the organization to have datadriven “intelligence” and insights based on “one version of the truth.”

Driving insights out of the data & through the organization
has always been the goal. Companies have struggled with
quantity and quality of data available and the
administrative burden of analysis. This work has left little
time to actually generate insights.
The good news is that advanced analytic technologies
are now in the market that enable robust analytics
insights in real-time.
Partnering and innovating with our retail partners will be
how we continue to keep brick and mortar retailers strong
through the change. There is a fragmentation of basket
and trips due to new purchase behavior, and our retailers
and manufacturers need to partner to creatively re-build
lost revenue. “Intelligence” and “whys” come from
analytics and analytics from data. Again, data is
foundational to this partnership and realizing mutual
profitable growth.
Personalization is possible with the available data, but it is
hard with the legacy systems many companies have in place.

When manufacturers were asked if they
have challenges with retailers freely
sharing foundational data (POS, Daily,
Shopper, etc.) with them, 82% (+6) vs.
YAGO) agree that they have challenges
obtaining data.
Manufactures continue to utilize various
types of data and insight sources. Utilizing
syndicated data is the largest data source
with 97% (+3) of companies utilizing. POS
data also has strong utilization at 90% (+9).
Two important call-outs: Direct to
Consumer (DTC) has increased 2pts to 21%
and Sell-In Data has increased 12 pts to
64%.
While these data sources are critical to
analysis, 67% of companies have data
quality issues with external sources and
data anomalies that, when left unfixed,
can lead to inaccurate analysis results.
Intellectual Property of POI, all rights reserved.

POI Resources to Support Your Organization
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Upcoming 2020 POI Summits

POI Summit opportunities…beyond the amazing
networking and connections:
Delivering an RGM, TPx, and Analytics agenda
developed with an immediate ROI for attendees

European companies and divisions advance their go to
market, RGM, promotion, and retail execution strategies for
profitable growth https://poinstitute.com/events/

When registering, be sure to reserve your place at specific
peer connect sessions and deep dive workshops
http://bit.ly/POISpringSummit2019. Contact Joanie at
jhampto@p-o-i.org.
POI Transformational Leadership Council: A changeoriented community of business and technology leaders
activating strategy and transformation (invitation only).
Included with CPG and Retailer registrations are 2 preconference workshops to engage CPG’s and Retailers
around the latest growth areas including RGM or Trade
Optimization across physical and digital commerce.

Best practices for the Canadian retail environment, solving
unique challenges when creating and executing strategies for
planning, executing, and achieving promotional ROI and
sustainable growth https://poinstitute.com/events/

Advance RGM,
promotion, TPX,
analytics and retail
execution strategies
for profitable growth

POI Lightning Talk Sessions – The point of each lightning
talk is not to give a detailed talk but rather to present briefly
the latest and most interesting technological advancements.
POI and CMS Full-Day RGM Share Group for Executives
Next meeting: April 2020 More Information and Join Here

https://poinstitute.com/events/

Intellectual Property of
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Transformation Support
Manufacturer & Retailer Advisory
POI Advisory supports the manufacturer & retailer
front-end project development, so organizations
can move to faster decision making and execution
to deliver the organization’s strategic priorities
Projects: Strategy Development, Transformation Planning,
RFP Development & Execution, Systems & Process Project
Planning, Organizational Structure, Change Management,
Efficiency & Effectiveness, Strategy & Roadmaps,
Communication & Socialization Plans
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Strengthening Connections and Support
In 2019 we added
U.S., Canadian & European
Manufacturer Share Groups
Future Connects:
Europe Mar 12th, June 18th
U.S./Canada Mar 13th, June 19th

• Peer Connection
• Insight into Best
Practices & Trends
• Peer Benchmarking
• Opportunities for
Collaboration
• Resources
Intellectual Property of POI, all rights reserved.

Upskill Talent & Strengthen Capabilities

POI Certified Collaborative Marketer Program
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Survey Methodology
Based on multi-year survey results, POI analyzes the data, which is known as a longitudinal
study. It isn’t perfect because respondents change, or sometimes they aren’t able to take the
survey in subsequent years. Nevertheless, this actually provides a richer look at the market
because, across the four years included in this study, we have been able to:
•

•
•

Maintain consistency in survey respondents over the years. POI is engaged with several
dozen people who continue to be at the same companies and have provided ongoing
survey input from 2015-2020. This is one element of the longitudinal analysis.
Continually track progress at 42 of the same companies that took the 2015/2016 survey.
This provides company continuity over time.
Bring in 39 new companies this year to lend a perspective to what we found last year. In
some cases, the results are quite similar, and in other cases we noted the beginning of a
trend.
This document makes descriptive reference to trademarks that may be owned by others.
The use of such trademarks herein is not an assertion of ownership of such trademarks
by POI and is not intended to represent or imply the existence of an association
between POI and the lawful owners of such trademarks.
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Descriptive Study & Participant Statistics
Location of Corporate HQ

Company Annual Revenue

Survey Respondent
Area of Responsibility
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About the Author - Pam Brown
As Chief Commercial Officer, Pam creates and executes POI strategy,
research, advisory, plus elevates practices and CPG and Retailer
relationships.
Prior to joining POI, Pam was the Director of IT Governance for Del
Monte Foods. In her role she led IT Governance and the PMO. In her
previous role as the Director of Sales Operations, she led: Sales
Strategy & Operations, Sales Systems and BI Analytics. She drove
collaborative solutions and change across the organization based on
corporate strategy and with the support of cross functional
partnerships.
cat

Prior to joining Del Monte, Pam worked for Unilever and quickly
progressed through numerous sales positions of increasing
responsibility. She then joined Kayser-Roth and became the Western
Division Sales Director for all Retail CPG business west of the
Mississippi. Pam has 28 years of Sales & Systems experience and
demonstrates a passion for creating a competitive advantage through
high-performing teams. Pam earned her BA in Business
Administration from the University of California at Riverside.
She also serves in a broad array of community and industry leadership
roles, including the Network of Executive Women & Deloitte Advisory
– Women to Watch Program.
Outside the industry, she is a wife of 27 years, mother of three
children, globally award winning children’s author, and coaches youth
soccer.

pambrown@p-o-i.org
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About the Promotion Optimization Institute
POI brings together manufacturers, retailers, solution providers, analysts, academics,
and other industry leaders with the specific objective of collaboratively improving the
promotion and distribution of consumer goods. Members of POI share crossfunctional best practices in both structured and informal settings. Additionally,
members benefit through our industry alliances, the Certified Collaborative Marketer
(CCM)™ program, share groups, and industry-leading summits around the globe. POI
aims to instill a financial and metrics-based discipline not typically found with other
trade groups. The goal of our innovative approach is collaborative promotion
optimization. The focus is on the customer/shopper through sales, marketing, and
merchandising strategies. Our POI executive advisory boards keep us apprised of
industry needs and help us provide desired outcomes for members, sponsors, and
academia. For more information visit: www.poinstitute.com or contact:

Michael Kantor Founder & CEO Promotion Optimization Institute (POI) 914-319-7309
mkantor@p-o-i.org
Pam Brown, Partner & CCO Promotion Optimization Institute (POI) 707-332-0450
pambrown@p-o-i.org
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